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Abstract 
More than 150 Hydrogen refueling stations were built around the world in the past 10 years. Much of the 
technical issues with passenger fuel cell car were discussed and studied. However, fuel cell passenger cars 
are still far from mass production stage. The problem mainly lies with the high cost of fuel cell car 
production and insufficient hydrogen refueling infrastructure. While the future of fuel cell passenger cars 
are not clear, fuel cell for personal mobility devices like bicycles get more and more attractive. This is 
mainly due to the simplicity in system design and reducing cost of small size hydrogen fuel cells. But for 
this technology to be commercialized, affordable hydrogen refueling stations is crucial. This study 
discusses solutions for small sized hydrogen refueling stations based on pressure equalization and 
simulates the Hydrogen utilization ratio based on different equipment setup. The study is also supported 
with the experimental data from prototype fuel cell vehicles developed by eMobility in Singapore. 
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1. Introduction 
Frugal Engineering is the science of breaking up complex engineering processes into its basic 
components and then rebuilding each component in the most economical manner. It results in a much 
cheaper final product, which does the same job qualitatively and quantitatively as a more expensive 
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complexly engineered product. Frugal engineering is the starting point of this study. Very seldom, people 
relate frugal engineering to Hydrogen refueling infrastructure. However, the authors believe that it is one 
of the keys to the commercialization of Hydrogen mobility.Although there are more than 150 hydrogen 
refueling station been set up around the world [1], high cost and system complexity makes it difficult to 
be implemented for potential wide spread of personal mobility devices with hydrogen power. Hence, this 
study relooked at different ways of hydrogen refueling and proposed a method to improve the overall cost 
effectiveness.  
1.1 Background 
Insufficient and costly hydrogen infrastructure hinders the adoption of hydrogen automobiles. From 
the development progress in the recent years, neither government nor private companies are willing to 
foot the bills for mass implementation of hydrogen refueling infrastructure. It comes to authors’ attention 
that smaller personal electric mobility device like electric bicycles start to play more significant role in 
the urban environment in the recent years. . Hydrogen fuel cells as an alternative power source to batteries 
offers the advantage of ‘fast charging’, much longer range and long life time. Compared with full size 
hydrogen automobiles, fuel cell bicycle has much lower system complexity and it can be refueled with 
much simpler infrastructure.  
Hydrogen cars need more complex refueling process, typically with on-site compressor and often with 
additional hydrogen pre-cooling to achieve similar refueling time as petrol vehicles. On the other side, 
hydrogen personal mobility devices can be refueled with simple multi-stage pressure equalization process. 
The differences in the complexity of the refueling system comes from the fact that personal mobility 
devices typically carries much smaller cylinder as compared to the source tanks and can be refueled in 
similar length of time as petrol vehicles even without pre-cooling.  
1.2 Methodology 
To examine the effectiveness of the different arrangement of hydrogen refueling, both experiments and 
numerical simulation based on Matlab were conducted.  
1.3 Experiments  
In 2008, the author participated in the South African Solar Challenge with a fuel cell powered 
motorcycle. The logo and route of the rally are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
The 4000km race is a test to the fuel cell motorcycle as well as the hydrogen refueling. To provide fuel 
for the motorcycle during the race, a portable refueling system was designed. The refueling system needs 
to be small and light enough to bring around and allows a refueling from available hydrogen bottles in 
South Africa. These criteria cannot be fulfilled by a normal compressor system as it is heavy and bulky. A 
boost compressor driven by compressed nitrogen could be used but is still heavy and not easily available. 
The solution was a cascade filling with three pressure levels; each pressure level consists of two cylinders 
parallel. Figure 3 shows the schematics and the actual set up of the filling system.  
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Figure 1 Official logo of the South African Solar Challenge2008 
Figure 2. Map of the South African Solar Challenge 2008; from Menlyn Shopping Centre Pretoria to Cape Town, Durban and then 
to the Innovation Hub Pretoria; 3.920 km according to Google Maps. 
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For the refuelling the motorcycle get part close to the trailer with bottles and the get connected with a 
standard 350 bar TK15 hydrogen filling nozzle The Nozzle is approved for public hydrogen filling 
stations and contains a safety break away coupling if by accident forgot to disconnect the nozzle from the 
motorcycle and drive away. After the nozzle is connected to the vehicle cylinder the lowest presser bottle 
stage get open first and the hydrogen pressure equalise between source tank and vehicle tank. Then first 
pressure step get closed and the next higher pressure level will open till pressure equalise. And the same 
with the next pressure step. By this three-step method compared to a one step method the hydrogen in the 
bottle can be further utilised and the final fill pressure of the vehicle tank get higher. But with this method 
the pressure in the vehicle tank cannot be higher than the source tank. Only 180 bar hydrogen bottles were 
available in South Africa. (In Europe up to 300 bar Hydrogen bottles are available). African Oxygen 
Limited. (Afrox) was the supplier of scientific instrument grade hydrogen. Because of this pressure 
limitations the following average filling conditions in Table 1 could be achieved during the rally. 
Table 1.Results from the portable hydrogen refuelling system in South Africa 
Pressure and Distance Distribution between Hydrogen refueling’s during 
South African Solar Challenge 2008 
Hydrogen Pressure [bar] min max avg 
Before 5 50 21.25 
After 70 180 127.50 
Delta 25 175 96.92 
Distance between filling [km] 10.4 111.6 60.24 
 Schematics of portable hydrogen refuelling 
system 
 Picture of the hydrogen refilling system 
Figure 3 schematics and the actual set up of the filling system 
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1.4 Simulation and results 
Based on the portable refuelling system we developed for South Africa Rally and academic papers 
[2,3,4] who use the principle of the pressure equalisation refuelling a simulation for hydrogen refuelling 
was developed.  
The Principal of pressure equalisation refuelling: Pressure equalisation is at least one part of the most 
refuelling processes for gas fuels. Refuelling of hydrogen gas based on pressure equalization is commonly 
used in the refuelling process.  In most cases a higher pressure gas cylinder of the station gets connected 
with a lower pressure gas tank in the vehicle which needed to be refuelled. The pressure in the vehicle 
cylinder will increase till both cylinders reach the equilibrium/same pressure level; which is lower than 
the initial pressure level of the filling station cylinder. If this process gets repeated with a higher pressure 
level of station cylinder the pressure in the cylinder tank can increase further. The more filling steps are 
used the higher is the amount of refuelled hydrogen. 
The Matlab based simulation program calculates how many hydrogen cylinders are needed to reach a 
specified distance. The input parameters are the distance to travel, hydrogen consumption for the vehicle 
per km, the pressure and volume of the hydrogen source cylinders the volume of the hydrogen vehicle 
cylinder, the pressure level stages. 1 to 6 pressure levels can be chosen and the trash hole in which the 
cylinder is consider empty and will be replaced. Details can also be seen from the flow chart for the 
hydrogen refuelling simulation Figure 4. To be more realistic for the refuelling simulation a standard 
deviation was selected to vary the tank pressure at which the vehicle comes back for refuelling. The mean 
value and the standard deviation was calculated based on the refuelling done in South Africa result is 
given in Table 2 and .Figure 5. 
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Figure 4. Flow chart of hydrogen refuelling simulation 
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Table 2. Numeric results of hydrogen refuelling simulation 
Input Values 1 2 3 4
Total distance travelled 4200km 
Standard deviation Mean Value 22, Standard derivation 16 
Number of steps 3 Step 6 Step 3 Step 6 Step 
Cylinder pressure 180 bar 300 bar  
Output Values 1 2 3 4
Number of cylinders needed 126 205 57 106 
Average distance travelled per refuelling [km] 49.0 58.8 79.3 102.74 
Average amount of Hydrogen refuelled [m³] 4.16 5.081 6.984 9.358 
Figure 5. Pressure development of the separate stages of the hydrogen refuelling 
3 stage 180bar 6 stage 180 bar  
3 stage 300 bar 6 stage 300 bar 
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1.5 Recommendation for future work 
Although non-linear compression was taken into consideration when developing the simulation model, 
dynamic temperature changes during the refueling process was not studied. To develop a better 
simulation model, it is recommended to study the empirical relationship between the temperatures, flow 
rate of hydrogen, total hydrogen mass flow and fueling duration. The relationship can then be input into 
the simulation to create a more accurate simulation result. 
In addition, in this study, minimum source tank pressure is set to be 50bars. However, more work can 
be done to study the effect of different minimum set pressure to the source tank hydrogen utilization ratio. 
It is expected that under different number of source tank arrangement, minimum set pressure should be 
different to achieve highest utilization ratio. 
1.6 Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study relooked at different ways of hydrogen refueling and proposed a method to 
improve the overall cost effectiveness. Experiments were conducted to evaluate the refueling process and 
followed by a mathematical simulation. The Matlab based simulation program calculates how many 
hydrogen cylinders are needed to reach a specified distance. The work can be further conducted by 
studying the temperature effect of refueling and to simulate hydrogen utilization by varying source tank 
set pressure.  
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